LINES AND EQUIPMENT FOR
THE FOOD INDUSTRY
CANNING
BAKERY
MEAT PROCESSING
DAIRY-MILK PRODUCTS
PROCESSING OF VEGETABLES AND FRUITS
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ABOUT US
BESTEQ-Engineering was created in the midst of the crisis
in 2008.
During our work we received a great and valuable
experience in the implementation of complex projects in
the food industry.
In 2014, we came to what is needed to create our own
production of technological equipment.
Today BESTEQ-Engineering is dynamicly developing
engineering and production company that supplies and
provides technical support of lines and turn-key shops
for the food industry, specializes in processing vegetables,
fruit, meat, fish and milk.
The geography of our supplies is constantly expanding.
In addition to the Russian Federation, we established
complex lines and supply equipment
in countries such as Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan,
Abkhazia, Uzbekistan, Mongolia, Ukraine, Turkmenistan,
Georgia.
Our technical and production capabilities allow us to
take into account each client’s hardware requirements
individually.
Cooperation with BESTEQ Engineering has already been
chosen by more than a half thousand enterprises all over
the world, Russia and abroad. We invite you to work with
our high result oriented company!
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2008
94

Experienced in
design, supply
and installation
of equipment
since 2008

2014

1315
Our equipment
work in 137
cities of Russian
Federation

Year of
discovery
our own
production

94 straight
dealership
contract with
producers:
Russia, Italy,
Germany,
Spain, Poland,
Bulgaria,
Slovakia,
Ukraine, China,
Turkey, Slovenia,
Hungary, France,
Great Britain

173
632 companies
are working with
our equipment

173 companies
have
committed
repeated
purchase

1315 units
of equipment
have been
supplied
since 2008

632
137
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WE SUPPLY AND
LAUNCH TURN-KEY
Canning lines
and equipment
Lines for
processing of vegetables
and fruits
Equipment for
meat processing
Bakery
equipment
Cutting lines
and bread packing
Confectionery
equipment
Lines for oil and fat
and dairy industry
Filling-packing
equipment
Equipment for
sanitation and hygiene
production
www.besteq.ru
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five reasons to work with us
01
Price list from the
manufacturer
The presence of direct
contracts gives
a guarantee the best price
offers on the market

Delivery time
from 1 day
Well-established logistics
can reduce costs and
reduce delivery time to the
customer

Building audit
for equipment
placement

Training
of staff

Еconomic
justification

Design
of lines

WE DO
IT FO

FREE

Our own Customer
Service

03

Engineering

04

We provide quality
service in Russia
and abroad

Equipment
placement
project

Guaranteed
equipment selection
specifically for your
objectives

Selection
of equipment
placement

An additional
guarantee
+12 months
from Besteq
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02

05

Our own
production

!

two year
guarantee
for brand
«BESTEQ»
equipment

Our own
design bureau!

Quality
materials!

Individual project
solutions of any level
difficulties. Because of
a triple control and design
documentation the quality
manufactured products is
guaranteed

By means of using
of modern certified
metals and components
of European production,
we have achieved release.
Durable and reliable
equipment.

Price!
Availability
Our own production
bases excludes
intermediary trading
extra charges, thereby
reduces the cost of
production equipment.
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References
JSC «Velikoluksky meat-packing plant», Velikiye Luki, Russia
Chief Technologist - Ivanov A.A.
Line for the production of canned meat, 2018.

Our company produced design and lauch of experimental manufactory for preserves
fabrication. Our partnership decision with «BESTEQ - Engineering LLC» was made by
analyzing every offer on the equipment market comparing price and quality. Company
prepared equipment in time and delivered it to the facility including installation with
launch of production line. Employment was provided on the professional high level
in established date. At the moment equipment works uninterruptedly which leads to
possibility of release high quality production. We appreciate «BESTEQ - Engineering LLC»
greatly for both sides beficial cooperation and partnership.

The line for processing and preserving meat, the city of Velikiye Luki

HHК MONGOL MARKET, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
The owner and CEO Batsuren Byambadorzh.

Supply of a line for the production of canned meat, 2015.

I express my deep gratitude and sincere appreciation to the company
«BESTEQ-Engineering» for quality and timely delivery of the automated
production line of stewed products in 2016. Timely shipment allowed us to
uninterruptedly and in time to open a new production line.
I express certainty in prolonging of the existing friendly relations and I hope
for further mutually beneficial and productive cooperation.
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Production line of «Tushenka», Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

Veles-Meat LLC, Molodechno, Belarus
Executive Director Ivanov Oleg Vitalyevich
Supply of meat processing and meat preservation line, 2016.

Our company was founded in 2009 on the basis of Molodechno meat-packing
plant. The main directions of the modernization combine was an increase in
the volume of output, expansion its range, bringing the equipment to modern
standards.
At the moment the basis of the products are sausages, smoked products and semi-finished products.
The assortment list includes more than 150 items. But the work on expanding this list does not stop, as
we try to study the needs and preferences of consumers. In our work we rely on the latest technology,
and on the traditions of the past. Therefore, we could not pass by the production of canned meat. This
decision had several obvious advantages. Firstly expansion of the product range; more complete use
of the raw material base; the ability to supply products to such regular and reliable customers as the
Belarusian and Russian armies and, finally, this increase in the number of work places. In organizing
the technological line for the production of stew, we turned to the company OOO BESTEQ-Engineering,
as it was, in our opinion, that possessed the required experience in this matter. It is important that this
company supplied the whole line, which allowed us avoid finding the missing equipment and then
integrating it into the line. After that we invited representatives of BESTEQ-Engineering to achieve the
primary agreement to our company.
The visit of the specialists of BESTEQ-Engineering LLC allowed us to make sure of their professionalism.
Due to this, BESTEQ Engineering offered us a project prepared for installation it is on our enterprise,
taking into account the conditions and layout of the shop. The cmain installation and start-up of the line
were made, as agreed, by specialists «BESTEQ-Engineering», who at the same time were teaching
staff and eliminating those errors in equipment at its production and assembly, which could interfere
with its normal operation. At the moment, the delivered line is actively engaged in the production of
products, and BESTEQ-Engineering LLC has been included in our list of vendor-tested suppliers.

Production line of «Tushenka», Molodechno, Belarus
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References
SPK «AIBEK», the city of. Aktobe, Kazakhstan
The owner Kaldygulov Samat Reyevich
Supply of a complex of the equipment for the production of canned meat, 2016.

We appreciate the company «BESTEQ-Engineering» for the successful
cooperation. We are sincerely looking forward to working with you in the improve
our production. We are especially grateful to you and your Team for decency, mutual
assistance and serious attitude to work.
Our goal to make our partnership relations remain mutually beneficial and productive.
We wish you and each of your employee furter professional development,
financial stability and reliable customers.

Line for processing and preserving meat, Aktobe, Kazakhstan

LLC «Abkhazian Gardens», Sukhum, the Republic of Abkhazia
Director General Arnaut Daur Anatolievich
Line for the production of jam, 2016.

Abkhazia was famous for fruits and citrus gardens. We have a great necessity for
recycling capacity. The decision was made about organization of fruit recycling
factory which can produce various jams and preserves. The most important role in
realization of our project was played by the «BESTEQ - Engineering LLC» company
and its technical employees. They was interested in our project and was ready to
help in it`s realization. In contract progress we had an opportunity to make sure in the choice of our provider.
At present we continue to use services of this company. Further development of our facility we mostly
connect with partnership with «BESTEQ - Engineering LLC».
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Our clients in Russia
and all over the world
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Our projects
worldwide

Belarus

Ukraine

Abkhazia Georgia

Abakan
Abinsk
Azov
Armavir
Arkhangelsk
Astrakhan
Bagaevskaya
Balakovo
Barnaul
Bataysk
White Kalitva
Belebey
Belinsky
Belogorsk
Biysk
Birsk
Bogorodsk
Budennovsk
Valdai

Velikie Luki
Volgograd
Volgodonsk
Volzhsky
Voronezh
Votkinsk
Settlements
Vyazniki
Gelendzhik
Gubaha
Derbent
Dzerzhinsk
Yeysk
Ekaterinburg
Ermolino
Yessentuki
Zverevo
Zernograd
Ivanovo

Armenia

Turkmenistan

Yoshkar-Ola
Kazan
Kaliningrad
Quarries
Kanevskaya
Kansk
Komsomolsk-on-Amur
Korkino
Kotlas
Krasnogorsk
Krasnodar
Krasnoslobodsk
Red Sulin
Krymsk
Mound
Kurganinsk
Kyshtym
Labinsk
Lipetsk

Uzbekistan Kazakhstan Mongolia

Magnitogorsk
Maikop
Matveyev Kurgan
Mineral water
Mikhailovsk
Michurinsk
Moscow
Murmansk
Mtsensk
Nalchik
The find
Nizhny Novgorod
Novobaytaysk
Novominskaya
Novosibirsk
Novocherkassk
Norilsk
Omsk
Partizansk

PetropavlovskKamchatsky
Penza
Ratovo
Rostov-na-Donu
Rybinsk
Ryazhsk
Ryazan
Salekhard
St. Petersburg
Saransk
Free
Semikarakorsk
Simferopol
Slavyansk-on-Kuban
Falcon
Stavropol
Old Russa
Starominskaya

Russia

Sterlitamak
Surgut
Syktyvkar
Taganrog
Tambov
Tolyatti
Tyumen
Ulan-Ude
Ulyanovsk
Khabarovsk
Celina
Chelyabinsk
Cherepovets
Mines
Engels
Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk
Yalutorovsk
Yaroslavl

OOO Gatchina Meat Company, Leningrad Region.
The chief of canning production Balabanov Alexander Georgievich
Supply of labeling machines, 2016.

Our companies have cooperated in a number of transactions, and for all this time
There was not a single case that made us doubt your professionalism and integrity.
We, as before, thank you for your services and partnership.
Analyzing the results of all our cooperation with BESTEQ-Engineering,
we came to the conclusion that our company is obliged to render gratitude to all
your team, which quickly solved all organizational problems and we were able to get
high-quality equipment on time.

Baltimor Amur LLC, Khabarovsk.
The head of Production, Emelianenko Ivan Anatolievich
Delivery of capping machine, 2013

While selecting new equipment we always pay attention to the machine, so that it
performs the assigned tasks, is simple and reliable, has the necessary characteristics,
is suitable for installation in our technological line; and on the equipment supplier.
The main qualities of a supplier for us are reliability, rendering of after-sales support
consultations, delivering spare parts and, of course, cost of equipment in comparison
with their competitors. When our company was going to purchase a machine for
capping glass jars with covers twist-off, we chose the machine Zh7-UMT-6 by Barsk
Machine-Building Plant, and as a supplier we chise their official representative
in Russia - LLC BESTEQ-Engineering. Despite of a time difference of 7 hours and
a distance of more than 8 thousand km., there were not any problems with the
conclusion of the contract and the delivery of equipment. It has been working all
this time, but we sometimes reqire LLC BESTEQ-Engineering for spare parts and
consumables.
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85

% of clients
face the following
problems

The way we have
solved the problems

Violation of
delivery time

Our order is always in priorityfrom
the manufacturer, and thanks
to well-established logistics,
we do not violate the delivery time

Incompleteness
of supply

Checking the completeness
equipment before shipment
from the factory

Substandard or
non-working
equipment

The equipment has certificates
quality and passes 2 stages
check - at the factory and with us
before shipment to the buyer

Unrealistic terms
of providing
information on
request

Even on the projected lines
term for the provision of information
not more than 3 days
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REFERENCES
LLC «IPC Pashsky», village Potanino, Leningrad region
Technical Director Tatarkin Magellan Fedorovich
Delivery of machines for cleaning and drying containers, 2016.

I want to express my sincere gratitude to the team of company
«BESTEQ-Engineering» for their professionalism and decency, perfomed during
the conducting of mutually beneficial deals for our enterprises. We hope for the
continuation of good partners relations and further productive cooperation.

LLC «Kvantserver», Biysk
Chief engineer Astapov Dmitry Sergeevich
Supply of barrel machines, 2015.

We have been making baranka and sushka products for more than 20 years.
The technology was worked out at the «Barskaya» machines to such level that our
products are respected even in Moscow. And when we came to the idea of the
expansion of the park, we decided not to make dramatic changes and take only
the machines. We communicated with BESTEQ Engineering, unknown forus at that
moment. First meeting withthem helped us to get rid of our hesitations.
Within two years, 6 machines have been purchased and launchd.

OJSC Kukon don machsulotlari Rep. Uzbekistan, Kokand
Chief Engineer Usmanov Abboskhon Anvarovich
Supply of two lines for the production of macaroni and baranka products, 2015.

More than a year ago, we decided to develop a direction for the production of
baranka. We made a request to the manufacturer in Ukraine, but we hesitated
becauseof politicalsituation there and we talked to their representative from Rostov,
who changed our attitude to the best. We met and signed a contract.
The line was delivered promptly! Now we are able to deliver our own bread and
sushka oroducts even to Tashkent.
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Seven more reasons to buy from us

Assistance with
sale of the our clients’
used equipment

The emergency
technical assistance
during 72 hours

EFFICIENCY.
Qualification of our
staff allows as quickly
as possible offer
effective solutions.

Free of charge
training the buyer

AN EXPERIENCE.
Presence of own
production base and
for many years work
in the industry.

Help in providing
of leasing

RELIABILITY.
You are dealing with
the Russian counterpart
and in the Russian
legal field.

REFERENCES
AO company «Agrocomplex» by N.I.Tkachev, canning shop Kanevskaya
The head of the canning shop Natalia Nikolaevna Agafonycheva
Supply of equipment for sealing glass jars of the type of twist-off, 2016.

The history of the Agrocomplex began in 1993. Over the past time, he have grown into a
powerful agro-holding, embodying the concept of an agricultural enterprise of a full cycle - from
the field to the market. The holding company includes more than 60 companies, including our
canning shop. Our goal is to increase the usual production and very it with new one.
This way of development requires the replacement of the equipment that has overlimit its
capabilities and purchasing of a new one. We applied to the company BESTEQ-Engineering,
for corking machines «twist-offs» because they were the representatives of the factory that was
producing the machine Zh7 UMT-6. We had been familiar with similar equipment wich had been
tested in the business and mastered by the staff. BESTEQ-Engineering was identified by us as a
serious supplier for a long time, besides it was recommended by the manufacturer. The ordered
machines were received on consecutive terms, and the purchase of a batch of three machines
allowed us to get a substantial discount from the supplier. BESTEQ-Engineering specialists helped
us solve all the problems connected with the launching of the machines at two enterprises,
as well as allowed to improve the skills of the staff.

LLC «TD PIK», Donetsk, Ukraine
The chief mechanic Igor V. Krepchenko
Supply of a complex of equipment for the production of canned meat, 2016.

We are grateful to the team «BESTEQ-Engineering» for mutually beneficial
cooperation and respectful partnership relations, shown for additional repairs.
We are pleased to work with you to improve our production and, as a consequence,
to increase the efficiency of our company as a whole.
We hope for your reliability and high reputation in the future.

IP Kachura IV, Simferopol, Crimea
Director Kachura Irina Viktorovna
Delivery of semi-automatic bread cutting and packing line, 2016

«That soldier who does not dream of being a general is a bad soldier.» This saying
came to my mind when I became the leader of a small but very ambitious bakery.
The family business was laid on my Shoulders after we joined the Russian Federation.
We looked further into the future and evaluated the situation realisticly, realizing
that the local market of bakery products will be invaded by a lot of competitors soon . The chosen target was
to modernize the bakery, and first of all it had to happen with the shop for slicing and packing bread. That
equipment that we had on the cutting, delivered some problems are small productivity, terrible quality of cut
and inability to cut rye varieties, as well as tremendous costs for the salaries of 12 operators and denger to my
nerves system. Various options of semi-automatic bread cutting and packing lines were considered, but we
chose the equipment from Bulgaria under the brand «BSM», with the same functionality this line was an order of
magnitude cheaper than European analogues. Our search brought us to the company LLC BESTEQ-Engineering,
which is the official representative of the Bulgarian manufacturer «BSM». The guys from BESTEK- Engineering
turned out to be specialists in their field and could answer all our questions, as well as organize an excursion
to one of the bakeries of the Krasnodar Territory, such line has been working more than one year there. After I
looked at the work of the line, I made the final decision-I will take it!
Just a month later I became a happy owner of a semi-automatic line for cutting and packaging bakery products
«BSM SC 180» with «BSM IBS 158». The introduction of such line assortment and productivity of cut products,
as well as to improve the quality of sliced bread. The next goal for me is to launch a production line for puff
products, which the moment we ar producin manually. His time we cooperate with BESTEQ Engineering as well.
We ave chosen Italian equipment. It is an automatic dough sheeter and a press for margarine «Polin» and a
bagel machine «Fiorini Forni». Armed with an assortment of puff pastry products we begin to make our clients
fall in love with our croissants, puffs and bagels more and more sweet tooth. And this is only the beginning! And
I would like to finish this text with my own proverb: «That baker who does not dream of owning bread-baking
complex is a bad baker.»
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The way we work
1

You leave the application by any
convenient way
(site, e-mail, phone call)

6

We deliver and start
equipment

2

We are developing
individual project

7

Train your employees
work on new equipment

3

You receive a commercial
sentence

8

Your production produces
finished products

4

We agree on completeness
equipment and sign
treaty

9

You get
profit!

5

We manufacture equipment
according to your order

10
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And there is even more....

We provide technical support
during the entire period of operation
of your equipment.
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General Director
Lemeshevsky Maxim Yrievich.

Our Team

«For us there are no tasks that can not be solved.
Every our customer always gets the best solution in his situation.
Under any budget and with individual payment terms. »

General Director
for economics and
finance
Vasylchenko Irina
Alexandrovna

Chief of sales
department
Shevchenko Alexey
Anatolievich

Manufacturer
of production

Sklyarov Arthur

Specialist of logistics
and foreign purchase
manager
Ereshko Sergei

Office manager
Sukhanova Olga

Mechanic-picking
mechanic

Technical Director
Bardyshev Anton
Sergeevich

Head of advertising
and marketing
department

Vostokov Evgeniy

Chechelnitskiy
Sergey Viktorovich

Chief
constructor
Komarov Sergey
Vladimirovich

Leading design
engineer
Naumov Mikhail

Tech. specialist
in baking and
confectionery
management
Sukach Dmitry

Tech. specialist
of canning and
processing line

Tech. specialist
of canning and
processing line

Engineer of
technical support

Nad’kin Sergey

Prudnikov Vitaly

Content manager
Jukov Andrey

Engineer of
technical support
department
Markov Herman

Engineer of the
department of
technical support
Khoperskov Aleksey

Engineer
KIPaA
Fintiktikov Mikhail

Mechanic adjuster
Griboedov Yury

Service Engineer
Burov Alexey

Engineer designer

Engineer designer

Papko Denis

Ignatenko Sergei

Supply specialist
Obuhova Yulia

Welder
Yamshchikov Vladimir

Koval Alexander

tel.: 8 (800) 500-20-99
tel.: +7 (863) 333-20-99
344037, Rostov on Don
st. 14th line, 88
e-mail:sales@besteq.ru
www.besteq.ru
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